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Abstract 
The main purpose of literature education is to train a good literature reader. Children’s literature which is a kind of transition 
literature, has a wide effective domain from acquiring the habit of reading to the development of literature sensitivity. At the 
same time, literary works make the children sense the artistic use of language and introduces the generous utilization areas of the 
native language. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the language pattern of Çetin Öner’s children’s books within the 
context of language and literature education. In this study, the language patterns of these books were examined with the use of 
descriptive method within the context of literature education. At the end of the examination, it was determined that the language 
pattern used in the Çetin Öner’s children’s books included structures that will make the reader recognize the artistic use of 
language. At the same time, Öner reflected the public and cultural relationships of the figures of the narrations through the 
language patterns, and created motion impression on the readers with literary arts, expressions and mold words.  
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
    Özdemir  (1999)  defines  literature  as  a  branch  of  art  that  aims  to  tell  the  feelings  and  thoughts,  human  and  
community life in an effective, beautiful, and striking way. Literature, which cannot be thought separately from 
human and community life, is sharing of the experiences in human life through literary texts. This sharing is closely 
related to the educational function of the literature and in the general meaning art is in a position of being an organ 
and a tool of education (Kavcar, 1999). 
      Studies have put forward different functions of the literature. First of all, literature is an aesthetic educational 
tool. The reader expands his experiences of the life not only with his own livings but also with the literary and 
aesthetic works which he reads and enriches his spirit world. Literature enables the reader to recognize and live 
other lives other than his own life, supports sociocultural learning (Aytaç, 1995; Uçan,2002; Bayrav, 1999; Lukens, 
2007; Beach & Appleman & Hydns & Wilhelm, 2006).  
     For literature to accomplish the above mentioned functions, primarily the literary texts should be perceived 
correctly by the reader. Language usage in literary texts is different from daily ordinary language. This is because 
the author usually imposes new meanings upon term values of daily ordinary language, expands the meaning 
boundaries of term values. For this reason, in the literary text-reader interaction, each reader must know that he is 
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wandering in a fictional world and entering in a communication position accordingly (Sever, 2008). In this process, 
the importance of language and literature education is incontrovertible.  
     Literature education is an independent study area which has its own concepts and methods. However, regardless 
of which educational level it takes place, every literature education is a kind of language education at the same time 
(Brumfit & Carter, 2000; Showalter, 2003). For language training of each level, literary texts are indispensable 
sources as values of that language and culture. In other words, language and literature education are two fields that 
are interdependent, completing each other and for this reason they are continuously in interaction with each other. 
Nevertheless, when the connection of language with culture is taken into account, the importance of literature 
education becomes prominent (Polat, 2006).  
     According to Ewers, the purposes of literature education which has an important place in language and culture 
education are; to teach the analysis of literary texts, to give knowledge about literary texts and to teach reading 
literary texts and taking pleasure in reading. Among the general purposes of literature education “giving reading 
pleasure” is closely related to the process of acquiring reading culture and in this process the importance of 
children’s literature products are incontrovertible. It is suggested that children’s literature facilitates literature 
education, accustoms people to literature at childhood and develops reading habit. In this context, children’s 
literature products form the basis of the literature education (Dilidüzgün, 2008). 
     Children’s literature covers all the oral and written work calling the feelings, imaginations and thoughts of people 
of childhood period between the ages of 2-14 (O÷uzkan, 2000). The most prominent feature separating this kind of 
literature from the literature formed for adults is the features of its population. During the childhood period starting 
from the early childhood period and covering also the adolescence period, children’s books prepared in principle 
according to the children, support positively the lingual, cognitive and personality development of children. 
Children’s literature, while as a “transition literature” entertaining the child and showing him the problems of his 
own  world  from  various  angles,  on  the  other  hand,  it  prepares  him  for  the  books  which  he  will  read  when  he  
becomes an adult, and educates him about this subject (Dilidüzgün, 2008). 
     The purpose of this study is to evaluate the language pattern of Çetin Öner’s children’s books within the context 
of language and literature education. The working set of this study was composed of children’s book named “Crows 
were not black, Orange, Has anybody seen Blue Bird, Lottery, Rose Comb, All cats of the world, and Black Snow”. 
The books were for children of 10-12 years at the primary school level. 
2. Method       
     This study is a descriptive investigation in a screening model on a fictional/artificial structure. The language 
pattern of the books included in the content of this study were examined within the context of language and 
literature education. In this approach aiming to describe a state at its present situation, a screening of descriptive 
type was carried out. The study was limited to the examination of language patterns of books within the scope of 
metaphor, local usage, proverb-expressions and mold words utilization.    
3. Findings and discussion 
     Literary language is full of properties incompatible with daily language use. According to Polat (2006), the 
language of each literature work is a communication specific for the world freely constructed by the producer. The 
author whatever language he is writing in lives in the words and images of that language, finds the hidden potentials 
and brings them up to the day light. For this reason, the pioneers of changes in time in language as a living structure 
are poets and authors with their creative and moving contributions. Trials for using language outside daily language 
usage in literary works cannot be considered as an ill-treatment. Because “the contradictions in language behaviors 
are without doubt trials attempting to yield hidden potentials in the language” (Uygur, 1997, 23).  
     As it can be seen, literary texts are separate from other texts in terms of language use. The metaphors, local 
language usages, proverb-expressions and mold words utilization in the books included in the study are transferred 
one by one in order to see the subjective style of the author: 
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3.1. Metaphors   
     Metaphor (Fr. metaphore, Ott. istiare) is description of some thing or event by telling another thing which can be 
compared. In other words, it means using one subject instead of another between which are equivalent associations. 
Metaphor is a shortened comparison and is of four types including real comparison (This singer has an enthusiastic 
voice like a nightingale), comparison without giving the direction of similarity (This singer sings like a nightingale), 
comparison with the removal of comparative word (This singer is a nightingale) and naming the subject by using the 
comparison (This nightingale-instead of singer) (Demir, 2009;729). Metaphor is one of the most frequently used 
literary arts used in literary texts and forms a different image in the readers mind for the mentioned concept. The 
similarity between the picture and reality in metaphor, directs the reader to adopt that reality without questioning 
(Neydim, 2003). Metaphor was found to be used in all the books were examined: 
Direct quotations related to metaphors in the books examined: 
Crows Were Not Black (Kargalar Kara De÷ildi): “White cottons bleached the plains as fallen snow” (p.36) 
“And everything in the nature is shared as the blood connects all members of a family” (p.38) 
“Black cloud cracked on Kargakaya like a nightmare” (p.59) 
Orange (Portakal): “Her breasts were like a dried well” (p.8) 
“whereas the sock was holed and the toe showed his tongue as a naughty child” (p.69) 
Has Anybody Seen A Blue Bird (Mavi Kuúu Gören Var MÕ): “whereas the sock was holed and the toe showed 
his tongue as a naughty child” (p.69) 
“Four guards with big belly like pine splits came inside” (p.72) 
“He started cramming like he came out of famine” (p.74) 
“Her voice come like a lullaby for the sapling” (p.83) 
“If you ask me, instead of living thousand years in dirt like that thousand year old vulture, living a month with a 
loved flower, sapling and a child is a more gratifying thing” (p.84-85) 
“The whole town was like a poppy field of yellow red flowers” (p.96) 
Lottery (Piyango): “Groanings came out like crying” (p.22) 
“ A huge moon comes behind the mountains like a bicycle wheel” (p.47) 
Rose Comb (Gülibik): “He was a multi-coloured cock like a rainbow with his bloody red comb, reddish and dark 
feathers” (p.13) 
“Wheats waved like a sea” (p.32) 
“Fields were laying down in the plain like children with shaved hairs” (p.42) 
“The lit of the cigarette sparkled like a firefly all night” (s.70).  
All Cats of the World (DünyanÕn Bütün Kedileri): “The quintuplets attacked the breasts of their mothers like 
hungry wolves” (p.9) 
“The uniform sound of the motor has risen in the empty streets like a music” (p.11) 
“Everywhere is like a war place” (p.15) 
“A moon like an orange” (p.21) 
Black Snow (Kara Kar): “The black dirts of trees, cars, sidewalks have flown away of streets like a black snake” 
(p.15).
     As it can be seen, the author has used mostly the real comparison type of metaphor. While some of these uses are 
easily understandable by the child reader, some are not suitable for the reality of the child’s age they are calling for. 
Metaphors such as “Her breasts were like a dried well”, “If you ask me, instead of living thousand years in dirt like 
that thousand year old vulture, living a month with a loved flower, sapling and a child is a more gratifying thing”, 
“The whole town was like a poppy field of yellow red flowers”, are difficult to be understood by the children of 
target age group of the books. As well as, the author has made the expression more concrete through the metaphors 
used, and has transferred the concepts more impressively to the child reader. The contribution of these metaphors in 
the formation of visual and auditory symbols in the child’s mind, in the concretization of abstract concepts and in 
the formation of desire for reading are incontrovertible. At the same time these metaphors introduce the artistic use 
of language to the child.  
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3.2. Local language usages  
     Aksan (2005) states that Anatolian dialects employ the possibilities of Turkish more extensively than the general 
language while naming both the objects in the nature and abstract concepts and have derived many words that are 
not  present  in  the  general  language  today.  It  is  possible  to  identify  the  social  class  to  which  the  speaker  belongs  
through the local language used in narratives. Nevertheless, local language usages present a different richness of 
expression to the reader. Öner has given much place to local language usages in the novel called “Orange” whose 
subject passes in the village. One by one translation of local language usages into another language is very difficult. 
For this reason, since it is considered that the meaning could not be constructed precisely for a reader of another 
language, quotations about local language usages are not placed here directly.  
     The author has carried the naturalness of speaking language into the novel through the choice of local language 
usage, and has provided a language medium embracing the world of the narrated people. These usages, while 
increasing the reality feeling of the text, also carries the drawback of not being understandable by anybody. This is 
because the language-wording of the individual depends on the environment he is living, his life order and own 
cultural acquisitions. For this reason, it is natural for an urban reader to be unfamiliar with local word values that he 
does not use in his daily life, he does not need and perhaps has never come across and have difficulty in 
understanding them. Nevertheless, these usages are important in the context that it adumbrates the language usages 
of different social classes forming the community to the reader.  
3.3. Proverbs-expressions-mold words 
     As it was mentioned above, literature training has an important place in language and culture education. Each 
language education process is a process of learning, acknowledging, and internalizing the culture of that language 
(Polat, 2006). Proverbs, expressions and mold words emerging out of trials of huge public rabbles through centuries 
and opinions are based on them, both reflect the expression richness of Turkish and also perform the function of 
culture transfer.  
     Direct quotations related to proverbs in the books were examined: 
Crows Were Not Black (Kargalar Kara De÷ildi): “Wolf catches those separated from the herd” (p.32) 
Rose Comb (Gülibik): “They cut the timeless sounding cock” (p.37) 
In only two of the books examined, the use of proverbs was identified. This can be related to the general character of 
children’s books. Because in children’s books with the principle of being for children, it is expected that the 
message should be implicit. The message is not given to the child as converted to a judgment, it is adumbrated.  
Direct quotations related to expressions in the books examined: 
Crows Were Not Black (Kargalar Kara De÷ildi): “...he listened with half ear” (p.24) 
Rose Comb (Gülibik): “whereas the spring in village is just next to you, under your nose” (p.53) 
All Cats of the World (DünyanÕn Bütün Kedileri): “My hands and feet are intertwining” (p.14) 
“Death is patrolling in the streets” (p.15) 
“When the engine got heated , it put out water” (p.16) 
“The whelps know no rest or stop ” (p.28) 
“The poor thing left a handful” (p.29) 
“The holiday became a poison for us” (p.30) 
“That day he signed again a record” (p.35) 
 “Silent, calm, soft hearted” (p.38) 
“He was much sensual, soft hearted”(p.43) 
“He does not encourage anybody” (p.44) 
“I got, he hurt somewhere” (p.46) 
     Expressions have a broader place in the lingual integrity of Öner’s children’s books than proverbs. The author, by 
depending on the concretization property of expressions, provides that the conditions in which the novel heroes are 
present, their thought universe and the messages he wants to give are perceived more easily. Because, while 
expressions make situational descriptions, they also take the function of constructing an image related to the context 
in which they are used.  
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     Direct quotations related to mold words in the books were examined: 
Crows Were Not Black (Kargalar Kara De÷ildi): “Thank you” (p.44) 
Orange (Portakal): “God bless you” (p.32) 
Has Anybody Seen Blue Bird (Mavi Kuúu Gören Var MÕ): “Thank you” (p.26) 
“Thank you blue bird” (p.54) 
“Bye bye said the flower” (p.88) 
“Goodbye should we say to the sapling, at least” (p.89) 
Lottery (Piyango): “Welcome” (p.32) 
“Get well” (p.34) 
Rose Comb (Gülibik): “ah, your eyes are shining, then ” (p.36) 
“Goodbye said he to my mother” (p.43) 
All Cats of the World (DünyanÕn Bütün Kedileri): “Let it be morning, let it be benefaction” (p.11) 
“He said ‘welcome’ in cat language” (p.23) 
     Mold words which enlighten the culture of a community speaking a language, and reflect their beliefs, the details 
in human relations, traditions and customs; have an important place with regard to vitalization of novel heroes in 
narrations and reflections of their lifestyles. As it can be seen, the mold words used in Öner’s books are mostly mold 
words related to how communal relations are reflected in language such as greeting, farewell, thanking. These 
usages are also important to make the child sense how the daily speaking rules forming the basis of social 
communication should be like.  
4. Conclusion and Recommendation   
     The fields of language and literature education are actually very close to each other, even interwoven fields 
whose intersection point is “language”. As it is known, language education is culture education at the same time 
(Özbay, 2006). Within this context, literature education forms an important part of culture education. Nevertheless, 
the most important function of literature is to gain reading habit and pleasure. So that the reader can gain the 
qualifications like multi-directional thinking, critical thinking, free thinking, questioning, producing solutions and 
creativity that the art of literature provides him (AdalÕ, 2002). 
     Children’s literature have an important impact area in acquiring the habit of reading and the development of 
literature sensitivity. With the use of children’s literature products which are considered as a transition literature, 
both the personal and cultural development of the child can be supported.  
     It was found that the lingual integrity of Çetin Öner’s children books which are examined within the scope of this 
study, follows mostly the principle of being for children. Nevertheless, it can be told that some metaphors and local 
language usages could not be easily understood by the child reader. The expressions, proverbs, mold words and 
local language usages employed in narrations, created a motion image in the reader by reflecting the social and 
cultural relations of the heroes; and the states of having anger, jubilation, astonishment, fear, aggress, tremble or 
startle. Nevertheless, the author has formed images that would provoke the visual and auditory senses of the reader 
through the simulations he employed. 
     In conclusion, children’s books have an important place in the literature education process. In the process of 
acquiring reading culture, it is necessary to meet quality children’s books prepared according to the principle of 
being for children with children since early age periods. This is important for providing the child with love of 
language and literature and sensitivity.  
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